
Retractable Straight Drop Roll Down Awning Garden Patio Screen 3.0X2.5M

RRP: $419.95

If the intense sun during hot summers fades out your finest furniture or

makes entertaining on the patio an unpleasant experience, Bariloche's 3.0

m x 2.5 m retractable straight drop patio screen can solve this home

décor challenge. Not only does it shield your home or patio from the sun's

scorching rays, but it also shelters your home from winds, helping you

stay warmer in the winter as well.

Used outdoors to screen your patio or garden, it creates a private

backyard retreat that's shielded from your neighbours' eyes. Used at the

back of your patio to block sunlight that comes into your home through a

large window or sliding doors, it does double duty as a pretty backdrop

for summer parties. Inside, it can screen your sunroom or another room

with large windows, preventing sun damage to furniture.

Designed in a neutral grey shade to blend in with today's subdued design

schemes, this drop-down awning blends in with a large range of home

colour palettes.

Manufactured with a durable aluminium frame and a tear-resistant 100%

polyester fabric shade, this screen will last—and look great—for years to

come. Both the shade and frame are tear-resistant, UV-resistant, and

breakage-resistant to help it endure even the harshest weather

conditions.

Operation is easy. All you need to do is to use the handy crank rod to

extend it during sunny or windy weather or retract it when you want to

enjoy the scenery outside.

Mounting the shade and frame is a breeze with the wall brackets. We do,

however, recommend that you hire a professional installer to ensure a

safe, correct installation.

Don't allow the scorching sun to damage your furniture and your skin.

Create a backyard haven with this retractable screen awning. Buy yours

today.

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Use: Indoors and outdoors
Protects against: UV rays (rated 50+), tears, and breakage
Materials: Sturdy aluminium and 100% polyester
Installation and use: Easy
Accessories: Owner's manual and wall brackets
Colour: Grey
Dimensions 3.0 m x 2.5 m (including brackets)

Attributes:Attributes:

Size: 3.0 x 2.5m
Colour: Grey
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